We introduce in this paper new communication and synchronization constructs which allow deterministic processes, communicating asynchronously via unbounded FIFO bu ers, to cope with an indeterminate environment. We develop for the resulting parallel programming language, which subsumes deterministic data ow, a simple compositional proof system. Reasoning about communication and synchronization is formalized in terms of input/output variables which record for each bu er the sequence of values sent and received. These input/output variables provide an abstraction of the usual notion of history variables which denote sequences of communication events. History variables are in general necessary for compositional reasoning about the correctness of distributed systems composed of non-deterministic processes.
Introduction
Hoare logics have been used successfully for reasoning about correctness of a variety of distributed systems OG76, AFdR80, ZdRvEB85, Pan88, HdR86] . In general, proof systems for distributed systems based on some kind of Hoare logic formalize reasoning about communication and synchronization in terms of sequences of communication events called histories. Distributed systems based on synchronous communication allow an elegant compositional proof theory Zwi88] essentially because there exists a simple criterion for deciding when the local histories of the processes of a system are compatible, that is, can be combined into a global history of the entire system. This criterion consists of checking whether the local histories can be obtained as some kind of projection of some global history. On the other hand distributed systems based on asynchronous communication do not allow such a simple criterion: To check the compatibility of the local histories one has in general to consider all possible interleavings Pan88]. As such its logical formulation will involve quanti cation over histories, and this will obviously complicate the reasoning process. The recent book on program correctness by Francez Fra92] contains a section on non-deterministic processes which communicate asynchronously via FIFO bu ers, featuring a proof system that uses a logic based on input/output variables instead of histories. A bu er is logically represented by an
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input variable which records the sequence of values read from the bu er and by an output variable which records the sequence of values sent to the bu er. The di erence between input/output variables and histories is that in the former information of the relative ordering of communication events on di erent bu ers is lost. However, it can be shown that this logic is incomplete for nondeterministic processes; the information expressible by input/output variables only is insu cient to obtain a complete speci cation of an entire system by composing the local speci cations of its constituent processes. The main contribution of this paper consists of showing that distributed systems composed of deterministic processes which communicate asynchronously via (unbounded) FIFO bu ers, however do allow a simple complete compositional proof theory based on input/output variables. In order to endow a deterministic process with the capability of responding to an indeterminate environment we introduce communication and synchronization constructs which allow a process to test the contents of a bu er and to synchronize on a set of input bu ers simultaneously. The resulting programming language subsumes deterministic data ow. Thus despite the restriction to deterministic processes we obtain a powerful parallel programming language which still allows a simple compositional proof theory based on input/output variables. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the programming language is de ned. Then, in section 3, an operational semantics and a de nition of correctness formulas and their semantics is given. In section 4, the proof system is presented, followed by the proofs of soundness (section 5) and completeness (section 6). Section 7 discusses an extension of the language which provides a process with the full means to cope with an indeterminate environment. Finally, section 8 contains some concluding remarks and observations.
The programming language
In this section, we de ne the syntax of the programming language. The language describes the behaviour of asynchronously communicating deterministic sequential processes. Processes interact only via communication channels which are implemented by (unbounded) FIFO-bu ers. A process can send a value along a channel or it can input a value from a channel. The value sent will be appended to the bu er, whereas reading a value from a bu er consists of retrieving its rst element. Thus the values will be read in the order in which they have been sent. A process will be suspended when it tries to read a value from an empty bu er. Since bu ers are assumed to be unbounded sending values can always take place. Additionally we introduce constructs which allow testing whether a bu er is empty or not. We assume given a set of program variables Var, with typical elements x; y; : : :. Channels are denoted by c; d; : : :. In the above de nition skip denotes the`empty' statement. In the assignment statement x := e we restrict for technical convenience to arithmetical expressions e. Sending a value of an (arithmetical) expression e along channel c is described by c!!e, whereas storing a value read from a channel c in a variable x is described by c??x. The execution of c??x is suspended in case the corresponding bu er is empty. Furthermore we have the usual sequential control structures of sequential composition, choice and iteration (b denotes a boolean expression). Additionally we allow as tests in the choice and while construct an input statement c??x. The execution of a statement if c??x then S 1 else S 2 consists of reading a value from channel c, in case its corresponding bu er is non-empty, storing it in x and proceeding subsequently with S 1 . In case the bu er is empty control moves on to S 2 . The execution of a statement while c??x do S od consists of alternatingly reading a value from channel c and executing S until the corresponding bu er is empty. Finally repeat S until c??x models a form of busy waiting: repeat S for as long as no value can be read from channel c. Note that c??x is equivalent to repeat skip until c??x, this corresponds to the`idle waiting' inherent in c??x. To resolve possible ambiguities in the grammar we assign to sequential composition the lowest binding priority.
De nition 2 A parallel program P is of the form S 1 k ::: k S n ], where we assume the following restrictions: the statements S i do not share program variables, channels are unidirectional and connect exactly one sender and one receiver.
Semantics
In this section we de ne the operational semantics of the programming language and an appropriate notion of program correctness. First we need to de ne the notion of state which assigns values to program variables and associates a FIFO bu er to each channel. For the formal justi cation of the compositional proof system it will appear to be convenient to introduce for each channel c variables c?? and c!! which record the sequence of values read from channel c and the sequence of values sent along c. The values read from a channel will also include a special value ? which results from testing an empty bu er. For example a sequence h1; 2; 3; ?; 4; 5i representing the values read from a channel indicates that after 1; 2 and 3 have been read the process tested the contents of the bu er when it was empty. Subsequent read operations on the channel resulted in the values 4 and 5. A variable c?? (c!!) is also called an input (output) variable. We denote the set of variables c?? and c!! by IO.
De nition 3 Restricting ourselves to the domain of values consisting of integers only, denoted by Z Z, the set of states , with typical element , is de ned as = hVar ! Z Z; IO Every state of a computation of P starting in a state which satis es both I and satis es I , and upon termination is guaranteed to hold.
Thus the formalism used here is a variant of I -logic, as introduced by Pandya Pan88]. The following de nition gives a more formal account of the semantics of correctness formulas:
De nition 9 Given a correctness formula I : f gPf g such that I and P do not have program variables in common, we de ne j = I : f gPf g i for any , if j = I^ then for all nite CS 2 P ] ]( ), 0 j = I holds, where 0 is the second component of the last con guration of CS; moreover if CS is terminating, then 0 j = I^ holds.
The proof system
In this section we present the proof system for deriving correctness formulas. In order to reason about the correctness of a program P = S 1 k : : : k S n ] compositionally, that is, in terms of the correctness of its parallel components S i , we introduce local correctness formulas of the form In this section we will prove the soundness of the proof system, that is, we will argue that every derivable correctness formula I : f gPf g is valid. We will consider only the soundness of the parallel composition rule, the soundness of the consequence rule and the substitution rule being straightforward. Since the meaning of a local correctness formula is de ned only axiomatically we introduce the notion of a local proof outline, and prove the soundness of the parallel composition rule by induction on the length of the computation of the program using information about the components as given by the local proof outlines.
In the following, we will need the syntactical continuations after(R; S) and before(R; S), where R is a substatement of S. Informally, they denote the part of S that remains to be executed after (before) R has been executed.
De nition 10 Let S be some statement, and R some substatement of S. De ne the syntactical continuations after(R; S) and before(R; S) as follows: From these facts we immediately derive the existence of a proofoutline pf o(I ; pre(S)b ; S 1 ; pre(S)). Using the induction hypothesis we obtain`I : fpre(S)^bgS 1 fpre(S)g, and hence, by application of the while rule,`I : fpre(S)gSfpre(S)^:bg. Finally, we apply the consequence rule, using the facts (I^pre(S)^:b) ! q and (I^p) ! pre(S), which follow from the above, to obtain`I : fpgSfqg. Proof The proof proceeds with induction on the length of the computation. The base case derives immediately from the validity of (I^p i ) ! pre(S i ) which follows from the local proof outlines pf o(I ; p i ; S i ; q i ). With respect to the induction step, we treat some representative cases: h S 1 k ::: k S n ]; i ! h R 1 k ::: k c??x; R j k ::: k R n ]; 00 i ! h R 1 k ::: k R j k ::: k R n ]; 0 i. From the induction hypothesis we derive that 00 j = I , 00 j = pre(R), if R i = before(R; S i ) or 00 j = post(R), if R i = after(R; S i ) (i 6 = j), and 00 j = pre(c??x). Now, since the local assertion pre(R) (post(R)) refers only to the variables of S i , it follows that 0 j = pre(R) ( 0 j = post(R)), for i 6 = j. Furthermore, it is not di cult to derive from the proof outline pf o(I ; p j ; S j ; q j ) the validity of (I^pre(c??x)^c 6 = ) ! (I^p) f (c)=x; c?? f (c)=c??], where p = pre(R) in case R j = before(R; S j ), for some substatement R of S j , and p = post(R) in case R j = after(R; S j ), for some substatement R of S j .) We have that 00 j = I^pre(c??x)^c 6 = , ( 00 j = c 6 = follows from the existence of the last transition) and thus 00 We prove completeness in the sense that every valid global correctness formula is derivable. Let I : f gPf g be a valid correctness formula, with P = S 1 k ::: k S n ]. We will sketch a proof of the derivability of I : f gPf g. In order to prove that the assertions pre(R), post(R) and I 0 as above, with R a substatement of S i , de ne a proof outline of S i we need the following lemma:
Lemma 2 (merging lemma) Let The above lemma follows in a straightforward manner from the fact that the input/output behaviour of a statement S i as given by its input/output variables completely determines its local behaviour up to internal, i.e. non-communication actions (S i being deterministic). A formal proof is given below. Meanwhile, it is worthwhile to point out that the above lemma holds because of the recording of tests on an empty bu er. Consider the following two statements: Proof By the fact that i agrees with 0 with respect to the input/output variables of process i, we know that the last i-IO-transition in the rst transition sequence is due to execution of c??x in S i . This is because the ordering of input and output actions is uniquely determined by the value of the input/output variables of a (deterministic!) process. In order to obtain from this computation sequence the desired computation sequence, all we have to do is dismiss all subsequent non-i transitions from it, adjusting the states accordingly. Note that this is possible because none of the subsequent i-transitions depends on any non-i transition that is being removed 2 Now we are ready for the following key lemma of the completeness proof:
Lemma 4 Proof By an application of the consequence rule, using the above propositions we obtain the derivability of I : f 0 gPf g. An application of the substitution rule (substituting v for z) then gives`I : f gPf g 2 7 Extending synchronization
In the programming language discussed so far synchronization is modeled by the input statement c??x (note that input commands as tests in choice and while constructs model only communication and do not incorporate synchronization). However since an input command c??x only checks for the channel c (and suspends in case its corresponding bu er is empty) its proper execution implicitly requires a predictable and determinate environment which is guaranteed to send eventually along channel c. In order to increase the capability of a deterministic process to respond to an indeterminate environment we introduce a natural generalization of the input command: the input command C??x, with C a non-empty nite set of channels, which allows a process to scan the channels of C simultaneously. More precisely, the execution of an input command C??x consists of selecting non-deterministically a non-empty channel c 2 C, and reading a value from c (which is then stored where C denotes a (non-empty) nite set of channels. The (simple) input command c??x will be interpreted as an abbreviation of fcg??x. For technical convenience we only allow simple input commands to occur as tests in the choice and while construct, although the proof theory to be presented below can easily be extended to the general case. It is not so di cult to see that recording for each channel the values sent and received, respectively, is not su cient anymore to determine the local behaviour of a process completely. Consider for example the process fc; dg??x; if x = 0 then fc; dg??x; R 1 else fc; dg??x; x := x + 1; R 2 Suppose that the value 0 has been sent rst along channel c and that the value 1 has been sent rst along d. Recording only for the channels c and d the values sent and received, respectively, we would not be able to determine whether the above process is about to execute R 1 or R 2 : namely, either the process could have read rst from c and then from d or vica versa. In order to be able to determine the local behaviour of a process we introduce for each process S i (of a program P = S 1 k : : : k S n ]) a local channel variable h i which records the sequence of channels that have been selected in a generalized input command. Axiomatically, this is formalized as follows. Let P = S 1 k : : : k S n ]. A local correctness formula is of the form I : fpgRfqg, with R a substatement of S i (i = 1; : : : ; n), and I is an assertion which is not allowed to refer to the program variables of P (so it is allowed to refer to the channel variables), p and q are assertions which are allowed to refer only to the set of variables of S i , which now additionally contains, besides its program variables and its input/output variables, the channel variable Soundness and completeness can be proved in essentially the same way as before. In the completeness proof both the local assertions pre(R), post(R) and the global invariant I additionally specify the valuation of the new channel variables. Note that the set of local variables of S i (belonging to the program P = S 1 k : : : k S n ]) now include the channel variable h i . The global invariant now speci es the values of the variables c which, besides the usual input/output variables, include the channel variables h i . The main point of the completeness proof consists of the observation that also in this new case the merging lemma holds, which follows easily from the observation that the input/output variables of a process together with its channel variable completely determine its local behaviour.
Conclusion
We have shown that it is possible to obtain a compositional proof theory for distributed systems composed of asynchronously communicating processes, using input/output variables only to reason about communication, provided the programming language considered is in essence deterministic. In spite of this determinism, by providing constructs which allow a process to test the contents of a bu er we obtain a quite powerful language in which one can describe processes with the ability to respond to an indeterminate environment. Nevertheless, it seems possible to extend the degree of nondeterminism available, as is indicated in section 7. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate the expressivity of the language thus obtained, in particular as compared to common nondeterministic languages, such as CSP. First of all, the nondeterminism introduced by the generalized input command can be seen to be of a limited nature. This is because a process is not able to choose between subsequent actions (following the generalized input command) depending on which of the channels was read. In other words, the generalized input command could be viewed as a CSP guarded command with boolean guard parts set to true and empty bodies.
In the following we will indicate how, via coding messages by tagging them with the channel name of the channel over which they are sent, it is possible to express the CSP guarded command Of course, the introduction of this new type of message along with the operations tag and val has its price: we are no longer able to reason on the same abstractness level as that of the (original, i.e. CSP) program, because we now have to hack around unravelling messages. This provides an interesting trade-o between aiming for compositionality using as little history information as possible on one hand, and staying as close to the abstractness level of the programming language on the other hand.
